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Hong Kong Society of Accountants
"~th Floor, Tower Two, Lippo Centre,
:~9 Queensway
JrIong Kong

Attention: Deputy Director, Accounting

:Dear Sir,

:RE: CONSULTATION PAPER ON A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR
DIFFERENTIAL REPORTING

We refer to the above Consultation Paper and welcome the opportunity to comment thereOf11

We have set out below a summary of our views on the major issues requiring consideratioi~
respect of the introduction of a differential reporting regime. We have addressed the spec14;
consultation issues set out in the Consultation Paper in Appendix I to this letter. III

Developments in the international arena

Given the Society's stated policy of convergence with International Financial Repo '1!1g
Standards, we are concerned that the Society is proposing to develop the Framework, r Differential Reporting in advance of the publication of any proposals in this regard by t ~

International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), By taking such pre-emptive steps, ~
Society may inadvertently cause smaller reporting entities to incur additional costs, ,I,

Any differential reporting rules eventually issued by the lASH may differ from the H tt~
Kong rules, both in terms of qualification for exemptions and the detailed exempt. f s available. When the lASH rules are adopted by the Society, in line with its stated polic

convergence, additional costs may be incurred by reporting entities in redrafting fin i

statements in accordance with the lASH rules.

We would urge the Society to be aware of this potential effect and to direct its eff01~
encouraging the timely tinalisation of the lASH rules for differential reporting'lllll
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lrhe need for differential reporting

We have read with interest the comments in the background discussion to the Consultatib~
Paper regarding the need for a differential reporting regime in Hong Kong. I ill

~w e are in agreement with the principle that financial reporting requirements should not ~
imposed on reporting entities where the cost of complying with such requirements exce ~
1:he benefits derived by users of the financial statements. Therefore, we would be support ~
of measures that were likely to be effective in reducing the costs of preparation of finan if
statements where those costs were not justified by incremental benefits. I'i

However, we strongly believe that the regime envisaged by the proposed Framework will ~ot
Ibe effective in achieving that objective. The justification for reducing the "account~ g standards overload" is always argued in the context of a very small company -the m ch

quoted 'Ma & Pa companies'. However, the potential cost-savings for such enterprises e
greatly overstated -in fact we believe that they are negligible. For enterprises with v ry
simple operations, the impact of complex accounting standards on their financial statem~ts
has always been minimal. The proposed measurement and disclosure exemptions will h~ve
no impact on their financial statements -and, therefore, there will be no cost-sav. .
Therefore, we believe that the Society is in danger of creating an expectation gap ~y
justifying the new regime on the basis of cost-savings that will never materialise. We beli te
that this does a great disservice to general practitioners who will be under pressure to red ~e
fees for financial statements prepared under the new regime, even though there has bee .0
significant reduction in the time taken to prepare those financial statements. ~.i

The more important question for such' Ma and Pa' companies is whether they shoul 1j)e
required to prepare financial statements that show a true and fair view in the first place i .
should the Society lobby to remove the requirement for such companies to prepare true d
fair view financial statements from the Companies Ordinance. The appropriateness of su tl a
move is a separate debate. However, it would undeniably result in cost-savings for h
companies, as it would effectively remove the requirement for the involvement of a quali J!
accountant in either the preparation or audit of financial statements. Our view, as we av
previously stated in our submissions on company law reform proposals, is that such a ov
should not be contemplated without looking at the broader picture. Many of these mi ~
companies owe their existence to the tax advantages applicable to corporate structures. I ti
tax laws were amended to be more tax neutral, then the advantages for many of ~$
companies would disappear and 'Ma and Fa' would gladly forego the formalities of corp rat
administration in favour of a less regulated unincorporated structure. It is in support of uc
more far-reaching and effective reforms that we believe the HKSA should be directin :'jli1
efforts. ~"
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At the other end of the scale, the discussion paper proposes to permit even the largest CIOS=y-
held private companies to avail. of the measurement and disclosure exemptions. We disa ~
",ith this proposal. Many private closely-held companies are very significant reporti
entities to which lenders, creditors, customers and employees may be significantly expo~ed
~d for ;r'hich a comprehensiv~ financia~ reporting regi~e is essential. By focusing .on ~
informatIon needs of owners (i.e. alloWing for exemptIons for owner-managed busmes$es
irrespective of size), the interests of these other parties are neglected. This is clearly at odds
with the Society's acknowledgement in the Proposed Revised Framework for the preparat~n
and Presentation of Financial Statements that such external parties have information ne ~s
that should be served by general purpose financial statements. If the decision is made i()
proceed with the differential reporting regime, we believe that whatever size thresholds e
arrived at should be regarded as absolute limits i.e. that the criteria for closely-h;eJd
companies should be that they are both closely-held and of small size. I

Suggest criteria for differential reporting exemptions

We have set out in the Appendix our detailed views on the proposed criteria.

In summary

we agree with the 'no public accountability' criteria;

.

we do not agree with the requirement that all owners be members of the governing b I ~y

We believe that this fails to take account of the circumstances of many family comp
where a number of family members may be shareholders, but only 'Ma and fa' If

c

directors. This may occur, for example, where children have moved overseas, but
each continue to have an interest in the business. We believe that this condition shoul
replaced with a requirement for unanimous written approval from all of the sharehol ts
and

.

we have no comment on the proposed size criteria, except to say that they seem rf the farbitrary and that we believe that more research should be carried out into the numb ~: 0

companies that are likely to be affected. mill

.

Our major objection in relation to the proposed criteria is that companies that are CIoselythe
~will qualify for exemptions, irrespective of their size. As stated above, we believe th

exemption of larger closely-held companies is inappropriate given the potentially Signit, t
interests of other stakeholders such as lenders, creditors and employees. Till i

Therefore, in order to qualify for exemption, we believe that entities should meet all ~e
conditions i.e. no public accountability, unanimous agreement of shareholders and smallls~.
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Proposals for differentiation

~w e not~ the propose~ exemptions in respect of existing Standards, and h~ve set. out
~'

AppendIx II our detailed comments thereon. There are a small number WIth whIch

disagree. i'l

Our overall reaction to the proposed exemptions, however, is that they do not appear to u~ ~

be significant enough to justify a separate regime. Most of the Standards for which ~l

exemption is proposed are already not applicable for small companies. The proPo

f ed discl~sure exemptions in other Standards are generally minimal, and will have little effec in

practIce. 1II1

We believe that significant cost-savings could only be achieved by (i) removing ~e
requirement for the financial statements to show a true and fair view, as discussed abovej or
(ii) removing the requirement to prepare consolidated financial statements. Both of thp$e
measures would require a change in the law and, as previously stated, it is in ItJte
consideration of these matters that we believe the Society should be directing its efforts. I

We would also note that we believe that the proposed Framework is deficient in that it ~s I
not explain what criteria were used to identify the proposed exemptions. Nor does it proff.de any guidance for standard-setters as to the criteria that should be used in arriving at fu

exemptions. rr:

The integrated or the separate approach

We strongly support the use of the integrated approach, at least pending any decisions nt~~
in the international arena in respect of differential reporting. j ~ltJ

We believe that the separate approach gives rise to disproportionate costs in terms of th
f' ~S

1of standard-setting resources. In addition, it would give rise to delays between the finalis ~
ofSSAPs and the revision of the separate standard for differential reporting. Ilfl

Should you have any queries on the above, please contact Stephen Taylor at this office.

Yours faithfully

':D.Joltte ~\A.c..~
~

\OkM4.l:s.1.4.



Appendix I
Differential Reporting -Specific Consultation Issues

Do you consider that there is a need for differential reporting in Hong Kong?]l

See our comments in the covering letter. We believe that there is a need for differen1 aJ1 reporting -but for a v~r:r restricted category .of reporting entity. Significant reductions q~

the burden on such entItles could only be achieved by changes to the law. I. I.~II.

We do not believe that the introduction of a differential reporting regime on the S
1 11e desc~b.ed in the Consultation Paper is justified because the benefits that will derived .I~

be mInImal. I. 111!

Notwithstanding our views as stated above, in order to be of assistance to the SOCiety
~.

its consideration of other issues, the remainder of our responses below assume that:
decision is made to proceed with the proposed regime.

I I

:~. D~ Y?U :onsider that differential reporting should be based on a benefit:c
t ~*

crIterIon. I II11

Yes, we agree that it should be based on a benefit:cost criterion

:3. Do you .con~ider that the following surrogates for the benefit:cost criterion ,.
appropriate. J IIU

a. public accountability;
b. separation of owners and governing body;
c. size.

We agree with public accountability and size as surrogates for the benefit:cost criteri°1

However, we do no~ agr.ee with the inclusion of the separation of owners and govem~~~

body as a surrogate In thIS regard. I :111111

We do not agree with the imposition of a condition that all of the owners of the en ity
should be members of its governing body. We understand that the intention is to cover he
circumstances of closely-held private companies, which we support. However, we beli ve
that the condition as currently stated fails to take account of the circumstances of m y
family companies where all of the shareholders are family members, but they may no all
be members of the board of directors. For example, 'Ma and Pa' may wish to have e ch
of their children retain an interest in the company but, perhaps because they are over eas
or otherwise unavailable to participate in management, not all of those children ~~

directors. I. IIIJ

If this condition were retained, it might result in entities being required to apPr int additional directors in order to avail of the exemptions which, perversely, would resu t~~

increased costs and administrative burden for the company III!

We believe that this condition should be replaced with a requirement that availing 0 ! e

exemptions should be approved unanimously by the shareholders of the company.note that this is the condition that is imposed under the Canadian differential repo .

regime. , ,~,I,



,~. Do you con~i~e~ that access to differential reporting should not be restricted sOl
t lf

to small entities. Inll

No. We consider that access to the differential reporting regime should be restrictedj~
small entities. ,ll

The proposals, as currently stated, appear to give undue weight to the information ne ds
of shareholders, and neglect the needs of lenders, creditors, employees and 0 ell'
stakeholders. In its proposed revisions to the Framework for the Preparation
Presentation of Financial Statements (paragraph 9), the Society acknowledges
different needs of investors, employees, lenders, suppliers and other trade credit r
customers, governments and other agencies, and the public. III I

Although the financial statements of private companies in Hong Kong are not publi ly
available, they are routinely made available to lenders, government agencies etc. Th

~stakeholders are entitled to assume that no material information has been omitted fr
the financial statements. It is true that these stakeholders (e.g. banks) may have suffici
influence to enable them to require special purpose financial statements to be prep
but, again, this would result in additional costs for the reporting enterprise. Therefore" he
basic condition should be that an entity's general purpose financial statements sho It!
satisfy the normal information needs of each of the entity's sigm.ficant stakeholders. ! !

I I~ II i

We accept that the interests of these outside stakeholders decrease with the size of
Rreporting entity, and we therefore accept that disclosure exemptions may be accepta 1

~for small entities. However, to allow closely-held companies to avail of the exemptio
irrespective of size, is, we believe, inappropriate.

:5. Small groups, that are not otherwise publicly accountable, would still prepare
consolidated financial statements because of legal requirement under the compa1.'iOrdinance. Do you agree with this? Would you support the HKSA lobbying fo :.

change in the law? I :.
1

Yes, we agree that the Society cannot exempt small groups from preparing consolida~~~
financial statements without a change in the law. _.j1.11.1:

Yes, we would support the Society's lobbying for such a change in the law.

6. Do you consider the public accountability criteria detailed in paragraphs 24 and ~$
.?!are approprIate. j ili!

We agree that the first condition for exemption should be that there is no pu lic
accountability, and we believe that paragraph 24 of the proposed Framework adequa elf
expresses this condition. We believe that the effect of paragraph 24 is that only t4f
categories of entities listed therein will be considered to be publicly accountable under ttr

proposed Framework. I I~I..



We therefore question the purpose and meaning of paragraph 25 (and also the rela d
discussion in paragraph 29). Paragraph 24 does not define government agencies etc. I
having public accountability for the purposes of the proposed Framework. Therefo ,
paragraphs 25 and 29 seem out of place. We suggest that they are either removed
substantially redrafted in order to make their meaning clear. [

'7. Do you consider that an entity should be deemed to be small if it does not exceed a~'two of the following criteria? '
I

a. total revenue of HK$50 million;
b. total assets of HK$50 million;
c. 50 employees.

We have no comment on the particular thresholds, but we are concerned that the SOClf ty has not performed adequate research in order to arrive at their conclusions in this reg1~
The Consultation Paper describes a combination of overseas thresholds, anecd
evidence from the Working Party and an arbitrary adjustment to the asset threshold. I

Consistent with our earlier comments, if the Society is justifying the new regime in (t
context of cost-savings, then they should have some evidence of the number of enti ie$
likely to be affected. In particular, in consideration of whether or not to place an absoll~

Jsize restriction on the availability of exemptions, the Society should make a reali ~
assessment of the degree of exposure to outside stakeholders. ~

We understand that it is difficult to obtain publicly-available information in respe11 ; private companies. However, we believe that the search for information warrants I

effort than appears to have been exerted so far. I

In this regard, we would draw the Working Party's attention to the recent establiS1 ent of the Society's Research and Surveys Committee, and would recommend that

1r
feasibility of performing meaningful research be discussed with that committee.. II

8. Do you consider that differential reporting exemptions should apply immediatel t i1~f
jan enterprise qualifies on a basis other than that covered b y P ara g ra p h 34?

lill

Taking into account our comments above in respect of the need for an absolute size lIt 't, we agree that differential reporting exemptions should apply immediately where an e if{

which is small either: I~I j.

loses its public accountability in the current period, provided that the unani~~s
approval of its shareholders is obtained; or I ill

a.

not having any public accountability, obtains the unanimous written approval O

fI Jshareholders for the first time in the current period. Ii I ]

b.

Conversely, we believe that exemptions should become immediately unavailable Wt!ifjthe entity assumes public accountability or a shareholder dissents.
Iii

However, as regards the size thresholds, we would suggest that the Framework re uit
the thresholds to be breached/met for two consecutive years before the status of the e .

changes. This would mitigate against changes in status on the basis of excepti
results/circumstances in a particular year. We believe that frequent changes of status; 1

be costly for reporting entities. I
I i II i



9. Do you support the selective application of differential reporting exemPtit '

~(paragraph 37) or, alternatively, should entities that choose differential reporting
required to apply all of the applicable exemptions and alternative treatments? II

We consider that entities should be permitted to apply the differential reporti
exemptions selectively. The availability of exemptions is determined using a cost: ben
criterion. A reporting entity could be entitled to exemptions but could, because
particular industry characteristics or the stated needs of particular external stakehold ~
determine not to avail of a particular exemption because it is felt that the informatio .
particularly useful to users of financial statements. Such entities should not
discouraged from providing information above the minimum requirements.

]lO. Do you consider that the differential reporting exemptions appearing in APpendi
Hof the Framework are appropriate? Are there any other exemptions that should

considered for differential reporting purposes? II

Please refer to the comments in our covering letter regarding the amount of benefit ~~
can realistically be expected to be derived from exemptions of this limited nature. j 11111

Given that smaller/unlisted entities are already exempted from most of the Standards
~'

respect of which full exemption is proposed, the citation of exemptions under
Iproposed differential reporting regime is misleading. II

For the specific disclosure exemptions recommended for other Standards, we believe t
r1they are largely ineffective since they deal primarily with circumstances that will rar lil

lapply to smaller entities. i i

Our detailed comments on the specific exemptions proposed are set out in Appendix ~.
We have a number of objections, the strongest of which relates to the proposal to exe
smaller entities from the requirement to disclose related party transactions, provided t
shareholder approval is obtained. We consider that this is a very important issue, si c~
related party transactions may have a very significant impact for owner-mana ~
businesses. We do not agree with the proposed exemption, and do not agree that ~
exemption should be available with the agreement of shareholders (who are the v ry
individuals likely to have been involved in the transactions). We believe that it i$,
necessary for the interests of lenders, creditors and employees that these details

Idisclosed. II

In any case, we suspect that the inclusion of this proposal will significantly reduce~!

likely support for the proposed regime, since it is unlikely that interested parties such'
the Internal Revenue Department would accept this particular proposal. II

On a general point, we believe that the draft Framework is deficient in that it does~ot identify the criteria that were applied in arriving at the proposed exemptions and, perh ~~'
more importantly, it does not provide any guidance for standard-setters as to the crite .

that should be applied in arriving at future exemptions. II

Finally, on a point of detail, we note that the proposals do not appear to conSider~~
disclosure requirements imposed by Interpretations issued by the Urgent Issues I
Interpretations Sub-Committee of the Financial Accounting Standards Committee.
proposals should be extended to address such disclosure requirements. i



JLl. At the present time, the HKSA Council would propose that differential report
~~exemptions be set out within the main body of each SSAP (the integrated approa

similar to that adopted in Canada and New Zealand). Do you have any comment
that proposal? II

We believe that some clarification is required in this regard. Although not clearly stat
we believe that the separate approach would result in a separate SSAP stating
requirements that are applicable to entities qualifying for differential reporting (simil
the UK's Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities). We do not support
separate approach as we believe that it would give rise to disproportionate costs in te
of the use of standard-setting resources. In addition, it would give rise to delays betw e
the finalisation of SSAPs and the revision of the separate standard for differen.

reporting.

We are strongly supportive of the use of the integrated approach (where the s
Standards apply to all entities, with specific exemptions being made in each Standard d
entities qualifying for differential reporting). We believe that this is the most appropri
approach, at least pending any decisions made in the international arena in respect
differential reporting.

However, from an administrative perspective, we do see advantages in producing a sin 1
separate document listing all of the exemptions available, rather than dealing with th
exemptions in each individual Standard. This would still follow the basic integra e
approach, but would be more convenient in terms of having a single point of referen "'
Also, it would mean that where changes were made to the differential report'
exemptions in existing Standards, it would not be necessary to issue revised Standards.

][2. Do you have any other comments on the Framework?

Yes

Language/style

We would recommend that the document as a whole be re-examined with a view t I
improving its language and style. In making this comment, we note that the Propo
Framework is essentially a copy of the Framework for Differential Reporting issued
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of New Zealand, with some specific modificati
where considered necessary in a Hong Kong context.

In our view, the language and style of the document is very different from other Stand
and Bulletins issued by the Society. The writing style is quite formal, and very conci
with a level of precision that may be difficult to understand, particularly for readers
whom English is not their first language. This comment applies throughout the docum
-but, as illustrations, we would particularly draw your attention to paragraphs 3, 25,29 III

Once the principles of the Framework have been agreed, we believe that it ShOUld
11 redrafted in its entirety, with the objectives of understandability and the use of 'pi'

English' being paramount. I



Disclosure of availing of differential reporting exemptions

We believe that entities availing of differential reporting exemptions should be reqUire
~to disclose that they have done so. Presumably, this disclosure would be made adjacen

to the entity's statement of compliance with Hong Kong generally accepted accounting
principles (HKGAAP), as required by SSAP 1 Presentation of Financial Statements.

We would encourage the Society to include some illustrative wording in the Framewor~~I! In particular, we believ.e that it. is important to. illustrate that this. is not a qualification ~ ,,!

the statement of complIance WIth HKGAAP (I.e. that the financIal statements do contm
to comply with HKGAAP), but rather a clarification of how HKGAAP has been applie .:

Specific drafting points

Paragraph 2(b) -should refer to those who "develo~ Statements of Standard Account.
Practice (SSAP~)" rather than those who "prepare and set Statements of Stand
Accounting Practice (SSAP)", to achieve consistency with paragraph 1 (a) of
Proposed Revised Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financ.
Statements issued in September by the HSKA.

Paragraph 4 -does a reference to an effective date, with an alternative for e
~application, make any sense in the context of a voluntary framework? We do not beli

so. The Framework should be effective from the date of issue. i

Paragraph 5 -the definition of "owner", to include any party that has the right
~participate in the appointment of the governing body, has the effect of including

external parties (e.g. lenders) that have a right to appoint a member of the board. We
not believe that this is appropriate.

Paragraph 5 -the definition of "total revenue" is out of place in the Hong Kong reporti
regime. It makes no reference to the definition of revenue included in SSAP 18. It u
tenus such as "output appropriations" whose meaning is not clear. By including "c
recoveries" it can be taken to include e.g. bad debt recoveries, and the reversal
impainnent losses. This definition needs to be thoroughly re-examined.

Paragraph 5 -the definition of "total employees" is incomplete. Although we appreci
t1the Society's desire for brevity, one cannot use such an expression without being v I

explicit as to how it is to be calculated. I

Paragraph 9 -we believe that the final sentence should be removed. The expressions "~
presentation" and "fairly presents" are not used in a Hong Kong context. :Ii I~I



Appendix I~
IComments on Proposed Exemptions from Existing Standards

.'\11 non-listed entities are already exempt from SSAPs 5, 25 and 26.

t~~~maller entities are already exempt from SSAP 15. Consistent with the discussion in
(;overing letter and in Appendix I, we do not support any change in the size thresho
~Nithout appropriate research as to the number of reporting entities likely to be affected. I

~rhe benefits of many of the proposed exemptions are illusory, since they deal
1~<~ircumstances that would rarely have applied to smaller entities in any case, or else the co ,

of compliance are minimal. f

~rhe 

only real effects of the proposals are:

exemption from SSAP 12 Income Taxes;.,

exemption from SSAP 33 Discontinuing Operations. This Standard would very rarely ~
applicable to small entities in any case; IJ !~I

II

exemption from related party disclosures with the unanimous written consentmshareholders. As discussed in Appendix I, we strongly object to this proposed exempt. i

and believe that it will not be acceptable to other users of the financial statements e.g.
Inland Revenue Department;

II

exemption from substantially all of the disclosure requirements ofSSAP 14 Leases; an441

exemption from substantially all of the disclosure requirements of SSAP 34 Emplo~~
Benefits. I~ I~I

II

:~e exempt~on from SSAP 12 is significant, but hardly in itself significant enough to justifY I
..eparate regIme. I~ II;

~llie exemptions from SSAP 14 are 34 are quite extensive but, because there are
1~(~xemptions from the measurement rules, we question whether they will result in any sav' I

other than some word processing time.



'We disagree with the following proposed exemptions:

Ref. Description Comment

SSAP 56 Analysis of asset and liabilities
between amount receivable/
payable before and after 12
months.

We consider that this exemption is
inappropriate. Liquidity is one of the
fundamental concerns for users of any
financial statements. This requirement
provides key information in respect of
anticipated timing of future cash flows.

SSAP 2.29 The nature and amount of a
change in accounting estimate
that has a material effect.

We do not agree with this proposed
exemption because we believe that this I. [
provides scope for undisclosed
manipulation of results (e.g. changing
estimates for bad debts, inventory losse
etc).
In addition, we believe that the exempti
will be ineffective, since the requiremen
ofSSAP 2.15 (to disclose items of in co
and expense necessary for an
understanding of the performance for

Iperiod) continues to apply. I I

SSAP 9.16 Date of authorisation of
financial statements, who
authorised and whether owners
or others have the power to
amend the financial statements
after issuance.

The requirement for signature of the
financial statements is in the Companie
Ordinance (s129B(1)).

Documentation of the date of approval iessential from an auditors' perspective, .

order to establish the date to which the
I Idirectors' accept responsibility.

The existence of a power to amend by
own~rs will have rare application in

]lpractIce.

SSAP 12 Full exemption We agree with the proposal to permit th If
use of the taxes payable method, but
consider that there should be a requirem
to disclose details of the entity's tax I
liabilities, tax charge etc. I. f 11

Related party disclosures -full
exemption with unanimous
written agreement of
shareholders.

SSAP 20 We disagree with the proposed exemptiq
j-see our comments in Appendix I. .r~ I I

We believe that where there is a materia1
reversal, this is salient information. ~

Disclosure of the reversal of any
write-down of inventories, and
of the circumstances giving rise
to such a write-down.

SSAP
22.30(d), (e)



Ref. Description Comment

SSAP
31.117/118

Disclosure of details of
impairment losses or reversals
that are material, whether
individually or in aggregate.

We believe that, where applicable,
disclosure of this information is essenti
to an understanding of the financial
statements. Therefore, we believe that
exemption will be ineffective because
SSAP 2.15, as discussed above, will I
continue to apply. f

SSAP 34 Detailed information on pension
schemes.

We believe that the detailed disclosures I
regarding defined benefit plans and eq .
compensation benefits will rarely impac '

on the financial statements of smaller
entities. However, where they do, they
can be significant to the financial
statements and, therefore, we believe,
should be subject to stringent disclosure
requirements.

r I


